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Einstein Princeton University Press
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Einstein, a physics student interested
in his theories about the
nonexistence of time finds the
eminent scientist in a central
European office building and
together they discuss such topics as
light, relativity, and world peace.
On a Beam of Light
John Wiley & Sons
NOW A MAJOR SERIES
'GENIUS' ON NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC, PRODUCED
BY RON HOWARD AND
STARRING GEOFFREY
RUSH Einstein is the
great icon of our
age: the kindly
refugee from
oppression whose wild
halo of hair,

twinkling eyes,
engaging humanity and
extraordinary
brilliance made his
face a symbol and his
name a synonym for
genius. He was a
rebel and
nonconformist from
boyhood days. His
character, creativity
and imagination were
related, and they
drove both his life
and his science. In
this marvellously
clear and accessible
narrative, Walter
Isaacson explains how

his mind worked and
the mysteries of the
universe that he
discovered.
Einstein's success
came from questioning
conventional wisdom
and marvelling at
mysteries that struck
others as mundane.
This led him to
embrace a worldview
based on respect for
free spirits and free
individuals. All of
which helped make
Einstein into a rebel
but with a reverence
for the harmony of
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nature, one with just
the right blend of
imagination and
wisdom to transform
our understanding of
the universe. This
new biography, the
first since all of
Einstein's papers
have become
available, is the
fullest picture yet
of one of the key
figures of the
twentieth century.
This is the first
full biography of
Albert Einstein since
all of his papers

have become available
-- a fully realised
portrait of this
extraordinary human
being, and great
genius. Praise for
EINSTEIN by Walter
Isaacson:- 'YOU
REALLY MUST READ
THIS.' Sunday Times
'As pithy as Einstein
himself.’ New
Scientist ‘[A]
brilliant biography,
rich with newly
available archival
material.’ Literary
Review ‘Beautifully
written, it renders

the physics
understandable.’
Sunday Telegraph
‘Isaacson is
excellent at
explaining the
science. ' Daily
Express
A World Without Time
Viking Adult
Albert Einstein and J.
Robert Oppenheimer, two
iconic scientists of the
twentieth century, belonged
to different generations,
with the boundary marked
by the advent of quantum
mechanics. By exploring
how these men differed—in
their worldview, in their
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work, and in their day—this
book provides powerful
insights into the lives of two
critical figures and into the
scientific culture of their
times. In Einstein’s and
Oppenheimer’s
philosophical and ethical
positions, their views of
nuclear weapons, their
ethnic and cultural
commitments, their opinions
on the unification of
physics, even the role of
Buddhist detachment in
their thinking, the book
traces the broader issues
that have shaped science
and the world. Einstein is
invariably seen as a lone
and singular genius, while

Oppenheimer is generally
viewed in a particular
scientific, political, and
historical context. Silvan
Schweber considers the
circumstances behind this
perception, in Einstein’s
coherent and consistent self-
image, and its relation to his
singular vision of the world,
and in Oppenheimer’s
contrasting lack of certainty
and related non-belief in a
unitary, ultimate theory. Of
greater importance,
perhaps, is the role that
timing and chance seem to
have played in the two
scientists’ contrasting
characters and
accomplishments—with

Einstein’s having the
advantage of maturing at a
propitious time for
theoretical physics, when
the Newtonian framework
was showing weaknesses.
Bringing to light little-
examined aspects of these
lives, Schweber expands
our understanding of two
great figures of twentieth-
century physics—but also
our sense of what such
greatness means, in
personal, scientific, and
cultural terms.

Einstein in Bohemia Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt
As much as we all know that 'E
= mc2' was Einstein's most
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important and groundbreaking
equation, do we really know
what it means or why Einstein
is regarded as one of history's
foremost thinkers? In this
absorbing biography Michael
White and John Gribbin reveal
the man behind the physics and
introduce us to his theories in
an accessible and fascinating
way. With an updated preface
for this new edition on the
fiftieth anniversary of his death
and the hundredth anniversary
of the theory of relativity,
EINSTEIN explains how the
scientific icon changed our
view of the world and why no
one can ever hope to

understand that world without
first understanding his work.
Einstein Yale University
Press
Albert Einstein: Life of a
Genius When it comes to
scientists that have made
their mark in the world,
then none are perhaps
more famous than Albert
Einstein. Students around
the world are taught about
his theories and equations
with E=mc2 undoubtedly
being the most famous.
However, there was more
to this man than simply
being a genius or the

original prototype of the
mad professor. Instead,
this was a man that was
dedicated to not only his
profession, but also the
concept of pacifism,
something that most
people are unaware of.
Albert Einstein went from
a late developing child to
running away from school
to almost failing university
and instead turned himself
into one of the greatest
minds that the world has
ever seen. This is his
story, a story of how a
child taught himself
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calculus and geometry and
was then not afraid to
challenge concepts of how
the world worked that had
been unchanged for
centuries. This was a man
who stood up for what he
believed in even when the
world appeared to be
against him. The story of
Albert Einstein is about
more than just
mathematical equations.
The story is about a man
who beat the odds and
became world famous in
the unlikely world of
physics and the universe.

Einstein in Time and
Space Book Tree
In Einstein in Love,
Dennis Overbye has
written the first profile of
the great scientist to focus
exclusively on his early
adulthood, when his major
discoveries were made. It
reveals Einstein to be very
much a young man of his
time-draft dodger, self-
styled bohemian, poet,
violinist, and cocky,
charismatic genius who
left personal and
professional chaos in his
wake. Drawing upon

hundreds of unpublished
letters and a decade of
research, Einstein in Love
is a penetrating portrait of
the modern era's most
influential thinker.
Albert Einstein Biography
Book Simon and Schuster
Reveals how our
comprehension of black
holes is intrinsically linked to
how we make sense of the
universe and our place
within it
Einstein's Greatest Mistake
Simon and Schuster
Often called he most
advanced and celebrated
mind of the 20th Century,
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this book allows us to meet
Albert Einstein as a person.
Explores his beliefs,
philosophical ideas, and
opinions on many subjects.
Einstein Turtleback
A boy rides a bicycle down a
dusty road. But in his mind, he
envisions himself traveling at a
speed beyond imagining, on a
beam of light. This brilliant
mind will one day offer up
some of the most revolutionary
ideas ever conceived. From a
boy endlessly fascinated by
the wonders around him,
Albert Einstein ultimately
grows into a man of genius
recognized the world over for
profoundly illuminating our

understanding of the universe.
Jennifer Berne and Vladimir
Radunsky invite the reader to
travel along with Einstein on a
journey full of curiosity,
laughter, and scientific
discovery. Parents and
children alike will appreciate
this moving story of the
powerful difference imagination
can make in any life.
Einstein: the life and times
W. W. Norton
A follow up to Pais' first
biography of Einstein, Subtle
is the Lord. Pais, who was a
close friend of the great
physicist, now turns his
attention to Einstein the man,
providing an intimate, colorful
portrait of Einstein's private

and public side. The author
sketches Einstein's views on
religion and philosophy, his two
failed marriages, his three
children, his close relationship
with personalities ranging from
John D. Rockefeller and
Charlie Chaplin, to Sigmund
Freud and Ghandi. Black and
white photos are included.
Annotation copyright by Book
News, Inc., Portland, OR
Einstein Harper
Would you like to know the
truth about Albert Einstein
from a friend who really knew
him? Much of what is reported
by some historians about his
life is consistent with his
personal writings, but much is
conjecture based on people
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who never knew him, and they
simply made up whatever the
writers thought he must be like.
After nearly two years of
personal conversation directly
with Einstein, I have tried to
recall specific things about him
which may be of interest to
you. He needs to be
remembered for the truth about
his contributions to the whole
world. He was indeed a rare
bird.
My Time with Einstein
Harvard University Press
Albert Einstein lived a
very interesting life. When
he was young, his teacher
said that he would never
be anything great

because he was stupid.
We all know how wrong
his teacher was because
Einstein grew to formulate
the most complex of all
theories. Einstein’s story
would tell us to never give
up. Read and learn from
his biography today!
Albert Einstein New York :
A.A. Knopf
“What Bodanis does
brilliantly is to give us a
feel for Einstein as a
person. I don’t think I’ve
ever read a book that
does this as well”
(Popular Science). In this

“fascinating” biography,
the acclaimed author of
E=mc2 reveals that in
spite of his indisputable
brilliance, Albert Einstein
found himself ignored by
most working scientists
during the final decades of
his life, his ideas opposed
by even his closest friends
(Forbes). How did this
happen? Einstein
revolutionized our
understanding of the
cosmos with his general
theory of relativity, and
helped lead us into the
atomic age. This book
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goes beyond his
remarkable intellect and
accomplishments to
examine the man himself,
from the skeptical, erratic
student to the world’s
greatest physicist to the
fallen-from-grace celebrity.
An intimate biography that
“imparts fresh insight into
the genius—and failures—of
the 20th century’s most
celebrated scientist,”
Einstein’s Greatest
Mistake reveals what we
owe Einstein today—and
how much more he might
have achieved if not for his

all-too-human flaws
(Publishers Weekly).
Named a Science Book of
the Year by the Sunday
Times and one of the Top
Five Science Books of
2016 by ABC News
Australia, this unique book
“offers a window onto
Einstein’s achievements
and missteps, as well as
his life—his friendships, his
complicated love life (two
marriages, many affairs)
and his isolation from
other scientists at the end
of his life” (BookPage).
Einstein's Monsters Time

The commonly held view of
Albert Einstein is of an
eccentric genius for whom
the pursuit of science was
everything. But in actuality,
the brilliant innovator whose
Theory of Relativity forever
reshaped our understanding
of time was a man of his
times, always politically
engaged and driven by
strong moral principles. An
avowed pacifist, Einstein’s
mistrust of authority and
outspoken social and
scientific views earned him
death threats from Nazi
sympathizers in the years
preceding World War II. To
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him, science provided not
only a means for
understanding the behavior
of the universe, but a
foundation for considering
the deeper questions of life
and a way for the worldwide
Jewish community to gain
confidence and pride in
itself. Steven Gimbel’s
biography presents Einstein
in the context of the world he
lived in, offering a
fascinating portrait of a
remarkable individual who
remained actively engaged
in international affairs
throughout his life. This
revealing work not only

explains Einstein’s theories
in understandable terms, it
demonstrates how they
directly emerged from the
realities of his times and
helped create the world we
live in today.
Albert Einstein: Genius of
Space and Time! Simon
and Schuster
Ronald W. Clark's
acclaimed biography of
Einstein, the Promethean
figure of our age, goes
behind the phenomenal
intellect to reveal the human
side of the legendary absent-
minded professor who
confidently claimed that

space and time were not
what they seemed. Here is
the classic portrait of the
scientist and the man: the
boy growing up in the Swiss
Alps, the young man caught
in an unhappy first marriage,
the passionate pacifist who
agonized over making the
Bomb, the indifferent Zionist
asked to head the Israeli
state, and the physicist who
believed in God.
Einstein Simon and
Schuster
Some people h?l? ?h??? th?
world thr?ugh th?ir w?rk and
their l?g???, ?th?r?
??m?l?t?l? reform it in a
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flash with th?ir
accomplishments. Albert
Ein?t?in w?? one ?f th?
l?tt?r, ?nd many ??i?nti?t?
believe th?t ????l? will still
b? m?king n?w di???v?ri??
?nd finding n?w ???li??ti?n?
based ?n hi? th??ri?? for
generations t? come. Alb?rt
Ein?t?in trivi? b?gin? with th?
f??t that h? was born in 1879
in th? German Empire. H?
w?? n?t ?? many h?v?
im?gin?d ??m? kind ?f ?hild
?r?dig?, ?lth?ugh h? did
?h?w aptitude f?r
m?th?m?ti??. Ein?t?in'?
g?niu? ??m? more fr?m th?
f??t th?t h? w?rk?d hard ?nd

b?li?v?d in ?ll?wing f?r free
thinking and ?r??tivit? in
learning, ??m?thing th?t
w?uld make him clash with
t???h?r? ?nd m?mb?r? ?f th?
?du??ti?n?l in?tituti?n? he
?tt?nd?d ?n m?r? than ?n?
?????i?n, f??t? lik?l? t?
appear on ?n? Albert
Einstein quiz. TABLE OF
CONTENTCHAPTER 1-
THE BIOGRAPHY OF
ALBERT
EINSTEINCHAPTER 2-
LIFE AND TIMES OF
ALBERT EINSTEIN-
EINSTEIN
RELATIONSHIPS
CHAPTER 3- ALBERT

EINSTEIN AND ISAAC
NEWTONCHAPTER 4- THE
INVENTIONS OF ALBERT
EINSTEINCHAPTER 5-
THINGS YOU MIGHT NOT
KNOW ABOUT ALBERT
EINSTEINCHAPTER 6-
TOP ALBERT EINSTEIN
QUOTESCHAPTER 7- THE
DEATH OF ALBERT
EINSTEINCHAPTER 8-
CONCLUSION
BIOGRAPHY ALBERT
EINSTEIN
BOOKBIOGRAPHY
ALBERT EINSTEINALBERT
EINSTEIN BOOKALBERT
EINSTEIN BIOGRAPHY
TIME Albert Einstein
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Oxford University Press,
USA
Examines the ramifications
of Einstein's relativity theory,
exploring the mysteries of
time and considering black
holes, time travel, the
existence of God, and the
nature of the universe.
Einstein Hourly History
By any measure, Albert
Einstein changed the
ways we understand --
and measure -- time and
space. He was laughed at
before his ideas were
idolized. He was the toast
of pre-war Germany

before he fled for his life.
How did such a peace-
loving man contribute to
the atomic bomb?
Einstein in Love A&C Black
Seit über 20 Jahren ist dies
die erste umfassende Einstein-
Biographie. Der anerkannte
Autor Denis Brian untersucht
die private, öffentliche und
wissenschaftliche Seite der
legendären Persönlichkeit
dieses rätselhaften Mannes.
Geschickt beleuchtet Brian
Einsteins eigenartig-
neugierigen Charakter, die
Träume und Ereignisse, die
den künftigen Wissenschaftler
vorangetrieben haben auf
seiner unglaublichen Reise zu

den Gipfeln des Erfolges und
weltweiter Anerkennung.
Einsteins Lebenswerk
veränderte schließlich die
Sichtweise der Wissenschaft
von der Welt, angefangen bei
seinem ersten Entwurf der
revolutionären
Relativitätstheorie 1905 bis hin
zur Entwicklung der
Atombombe (und seiner
umstrittenen Position als
Gegner des nachfolgenden
nuklearen Wettrüstens). Der
Autor erforscht Einsteins
überwältigendes Erbe in
Gesprächen mit vielen
Zeitgenossen. Auch lüftet Brian
das Geheimnis der Formeln,
Theorien und Experimente,
damit wir ihre Bedeutung und
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Tragweite besser verstehen
können. Mit Prägnanz und
Liebe zum Detail entführt er
uns in die Welt, in der Einstein
arbeitete, zurückgezogen oder
gemeinsam mit anderen; von
seinen Assistenten wurde er
verehrt und mit anderen
Physikern seiner Zeit pflegte er
freundschaftliche
Beziehungen. (10/97)
Please, Mr. Einstein
AuthorHouse
From Isaacson, the bestselling
author of "Benjamin Franklin,"
comes the first full biography
of Albert Einstein since all his
papers have become
available--a fully realized
portrait of a premier icon of his
era.
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